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Medical imaging: a (Python) GUI to rule them all 

Project Management and Software Development 
for Medical Applications 

 

General Info 

Contact Person:   Esteban Lucas Solari 

Stephan G. Nekolla, PD 

Contact Email: elucas.solari@tum.de 

            stephan.nekolla@tum.de 

Project Abstract 

We are looking for a Python-based, upgradable and 

interactive visualization and processing tool for 

medical images. The basic functionalities would 

include: compatibility with different medical image 

formats; multi-image overlay (including masks); 

and basic segmentation techniques. 

Background and Motivation 

At Nuklearmedizin (Klinikum rechts der Isar), we are 

working on making quantitative medical image 

analysis an everyday tool for cancer, brain and 

heart physicians. For that purpose, a team of 

researchers is working with a variety of software to 

visualize, process and analyze medical images of 

different modalities. Each of these software tools 

has an advantage or a goal, which means that no 

one of them is always preferred. Many of them are 

canned software solutions with little to none 

flexibility, and their outputs are often not 

compatible. 

To correct for these shortcuts, at Nuklearmedizin 

we code our own solutions. In the last years we are 

using Anima, an in-house solution based on IDL. But 

our main programming language is Python, with the 

combined power of image libraries, statistics and 

processing tools, and accessible AI tools. 

Our lab is looking for enthusiastic programmers 

that help further develop a basic, (preferably) 

object-oriented, customizable and interactive 

visualization library to open, visualize and process 

medical images. It should be robust enough so as to 

manage most commonly used medical image types 

(DICOM, Nifty, Analyze, VOI segmentations / 

annotations) and flexible as to allow easy plug-in of 

new Python-based features. 

Such a library would reduce the time to preprocess 

and analyze medical images for research, as well as 

help physicians more easily engage in research 

tasks and communicate their needs and ideas to us, 

researchers/developers. 

Student’s Tasks Description 

Immersion 

- using and understanding available software 

solutions (tools, advantages and drawbacks) 

- reviewing possible GUI/imaging tools in Python 

(including our current Python implementations) 

Design and development 

- designing the tool: workflow chart or diagram 

(including basic functionalities and selection of 

candidate Python libraries) 

- developing the GUI, including: 

   visualization: anatomical planes, slicing, zooming, 

centering, windowing-leveling, histogram, multi-

image selection, mask overlay; 

   image processing: voxel selection, threshold 

segmentation, profile printing, image math (unary 

and binary operations), saving results. 

The student learns about tools used in the medical 

imaging community, including DICOM protocols. 

They are able to develop a stand-alone and 

upgradable OOP solution for a real problem, while 

learning about image visualization and GUIs. There 

will be constant feedback and support from our 
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team, which has a long experience with these kinds 

of tools. 

Technical Prerequisites 

- experience in Python (particularly imaging and 

GUI libraries) 

- interest in OOP (ideally, experience developing 

modular software in Python) 

- collaborative programming through GIT 

- availability to (sometimes) be present at the 

Klinikum, for patient data security reasons 
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